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Nazi-looted art. Cyber-stalking. Betrayal.Nonverbal communication expert Doctor Genevieve Lenard

is on holiday in Hungary when she and her team are asked to assist in a missing person case. Her

autistic mind is already having difficulties dealing with the new environment, and having to

co-operate with local authorities might push her past her limits. Even more so when the missing

person turns out to be an important, and painful, part of a team member&apos;s past.The seemingly

simple case takes a gruesome turn as their search uncovers artwork drenched in violent history,

numerous deaths presumed to be by natural causes and the menacing online presence of a serial

killer who&apos;s been cyber-stalking victims for years. Bodies are piling up at an alarming rate

and, knowing that one of their own is in the killer&apos;s sights, Genevieve will have to use all her

inner strength and expertise to stop this ruthless murderer.
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Estelle Ryan does not disappoint those of us who have followed Dr. Genevieve Lenard

transformation from a highly isolated individual to one who has developed heart-warming



relationships with her ever expanding team of well-developed characters. With informative historic

and geographic details, Ryan continues to engage the reader in the emotional roller coaster of

emotions that Dr. G experiences in her development. As a butterfly emerging from her cocoon, Dr.

G becomes more endearing with each novel.Her descriptions of Budapest and ,Szentendre, the

setting for this newest tale that leads her team on another thrilling adventure, provide the reader of a

realistic description of those locales.Without a doubt, Ms. Ryan has found another loyal reader!

I could hardly wait for this one in the series to be published. I love the characters in the series and

this one does not disappoint with two new ones - a police detective and ex-fiancee of Colin - that I

hope we may see in the future. I like this series because the characters grow in each one. In this

one, Geneve ve is strong enough to leave her familiar surroundings and go on vacation, albeit with

the whole crew along. We also learn more about Colin'S history. Along the way, the team stops a

serial killer and stops a major cyber attack. Not going to tell you much more because that would

spoil it.I like this series and the characters - no stupid characters in the bunch. I guess I'll have to

reread the series until the next one.

This may indeed be the best one yet. The characters seem to have settled down, but still have

surprises. I liked the fact this one was not a continuation of the others - still looking for the bad guy

from the last book.. It was also good that Genvieve's shut downs were more just an ordinary

occurrence than as emphasized as before. I realize it was necessary to do so to develop her

character and I am by no means diminishing their effect on her and her loved ones, but after a

while, we all just accept things that are kind of awful as just a part of life. I really, really enjoy this

series and all the characters. They are all eccentric in their way and eccentricity is

underappreciated.

Dr Genevieve Lenard's team is on holiday when a ghost from Colin's life appears. His former

fiancÃ©e, Olivia, is right there and in the next moment she's gone. The search for Olivia and closure

on a dark moment in Colin's past collides with the search for a serial killer. How do Nazi Germany

art thefts, live streamed murders, and the high tech world of online gaming factor into this

mystery?Estelle Ryan had done it again. It's completely unfair that what take Ms. Ryan months to

create, takes me mere hours to devour. And then the book hangover sets in. It might be time to start

the series over from the beginning to but me some time until the next one comes out!



This one is the best yet. Each book in the series is better than the previous one. I love following

Genevieve, Colon, and the rest of the family as they get into dangerous situations all for the art

masterpieces of the world. I especially like how something so indigenous to the modern world was

woven and intertwined with paintings by the masters and the history of WWII. If you haven't read

book 1 in this series, it's a must to start there. There is no way you will be able to appreciate

Genevieve and her struggles and the "rebirth " of Colon, Francine, and Vinnie, and the mellowing of

Manny, if you don't start with the 1st book.

Not as intriguing as the previous novels in the series. The team is on vacation in Hungary when a

cyber crime driven serial killer is exposed by a Hungarian police officer. Probably would've been a

lot more interesting if the Hungarian police officer and the lawyer from the United States were left

out and the team had to work on their own. And the whole gaming aspect of the plot is really far

stretched, even for this series. And as usual everyone is oh so smart and yet tragic. I think I'm done

with the series. This novel did not advance any of the characters at all. Pretty disappointing.

This series continues to get better and better, more relevant with each book ~ this go 'round

features Bluetooth, electronics, and a new character ~ of whom I hope to see much more in future

books!! ;-). . . . . all we can do is hope & pray Ms Ryan continues to produce such outstanding

stories in the seemingly unheard of rate of about one novel each year!Thank you for your incredible

'world', Estelle Ryan!! Thanks for sharing the Gang with us!!

I have waited four months for this the 11th book in the Dr. Genevieve Leonard series by master

storyteller Estelle Ryan. The wait was worth it. Once again our nonneurotypical genius protagonists

has stepped out of her shell and stopped a serial killer in its tracks and restored lost art treasures

from WWll to the world. Genevieve has grown by leaps and bounds into a formidable woman with a

crack team assisting her along the way. I loved it. 5 stars..
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